InfraGard LA, FBI Strategic Partnerships and WMD

Countering Global Threats and Safeguarding Technological Innovation

What good is innovation if it’s vulnerable and left unprotected? Join the FBI LA Strategic Partnerships and WMD programs as speakers embark on a multi-threat discussion involving foreign influence, insider threat, cyber, and bio-vulnerabilities.

**Agenda:**

- 7:30 am - 8:15 am: Registration and Networking
- 8:15 am - 8:45 am: Opening Remarks
- 8:45 am - 9:30 am: Foreign Influence/International Public Corruption
- 9:30 am - 9:45 am: Networking Break
- 9:45 am - 10:30 am: Insider Threat
- 10:30 am - 11:15 am: Bio-vulnerabilities
- 11:15 am - 12:00 pm: Behavioral Analytics: the Convergence of Physical and Information Security
- 12:00 pm - 12:15 pm: Networking Break
- 12:15 pm - 1:00 pm: Panel: Vulnerabilities in Technological Innovation
- 1:00 pm - 1:30 pm: Closing Remarks and Networking

**Date:** Friday, May 31, 2019  
**Location:** Thousand Oaks, CA

Registration is MANDATORY. Register [HERE](#).

Training is limited to cleared members of InfraGard, DSAC, CISP, ASIS; Law Enforcement; and other invited guests. Address will be sent to cleared registrants 72 hours prior to the event.